Early Warning Scores (EWSs) have become an important component of managing inpatient care. They provide a means to assess changes in a patient's clinical status alerting clinicians to the need for intervention. One commonly used EWS is the National Early Warning Score (NEWS), which was designed to detect risk of patient deterioration.^[@bibr1-2381468319899663]^ Seeking to improve clinical decision support, our institution integrated automated calculation and reporting of the NEWS into its electronic health record (EHR) system. An internal pre--post evaluation showed that implementation of the NEWS had no meaningful impact on patient outcomes.^[@bibr2-2381468319899663]^ The overall performance of the NEWS was relatively low with the average area under the curve (AUC) of 0.74 for prediction of unanticipated intensive care unit (ICU) transfer or death within the first 2 days after admission. Others have found that similar off-the-shelf EWSs have similarly mixed performance,^[@bibr3-2381468319899663]^ and that alerts were generally ignored.^[@bibr4-2381468319899663]^

As a clinical decision support tool, there are two key shortcomings for the NEWS. First, EWSs such as the NEWS were not designed to fully utilize the capabilities of modern EHR systems. Instead, NEWS was intended to be easily hand calculated and, therefore, uses only seven vital signs. Such hand calculation has proven to be challenging in clinical environments.^[@bibr5-2381468319899663]^ However, modern EHR systems are capable of collecting and analyzing patient data on a variety of factors within a real-time environment. For example, each time a blood pressure measurement is taken or a laboratory test is ordered, this information is stored within a running catalog of the EHR system. We can combine such data using more sophisticated machine learning methods to develop robust risk scores. Second, as a general score, NEWS is not optimized for any particular patient population. As EHR data become more readily accessible, the opportunity to develop more locally tailored scores has increased.^[@bibr6-2381468319899663]^ Moreover, attempts to translate general scores that were developed in "cleaner" environments to local EHRs have been challenging.^[@bibr7-2381468319899663]^ As such, when considering local implementation, there is room to improve risk models for the local environment. It is possible for each institution to develop its own robust risk score and not rely on simpler off-the-shelf scores. Other have illustrated how they can achieve increased performance by developing more sophisticated risk scores from single-center data.^[@bibr8-2381468319899663][@bibr9-2381468319899663]--[@bibr10-2381468319899663]^

Our goal in this article is to demonstrate how we developed, implemented, and evaluated a risk model for patient deterioration. Since we tailored this score for our local patient population, we do not suggest that it is optimal for any other patient group. Instead, we highlight the gains that one realize by implementing a locally optimized risk score. Moreover, we show how we took a quantitative risk score---that can provide hard to interpret output without clear clinical guidance---and developed a more clinically interpretable display that produces a clear clinical decision support aid.

Materials and Methods {#section1-2381468319899663}
=====================

Available Data {#section2-2381468319899663}
--------------

### Analytic Cohort {#section3-2381468319899663}

We drew data from the Duke University Hospital (DUH) EHR system, an Epic Systems Corporation^[@bibr11-2381468319899663]^ (EPIC) based health system, installed in late 2013. We extracted data on patient hospital stays from January 1, 2014, to December 30, 2016. We focus on patients admitted to general medical-surgical wards, that is, an environment where patients are not receiving constant monitoring, as is the case in an ICU. We planned to implement the model into the EPIC Acuity Scoring module.^[@bibr11-2381468319899663]^ This environment allows one to generate risk models using data generated in real time. One designates the clinical feature to be used and assigns a weight (i.e., a beta coefficient) to that value. Therefore, this environment is designed to handle regression-based models as opposed to more complicated machine learning models. However, since the calculation is embedded in the EPIC environment the results can be directly fed back to providers.

### Outcome of Interest {#section4-2381468319899663}

Our primary outcome, which we term patient deterioration, is a composite of inpatient mortality and transfer to the ICU. We chose this composite because it captures most forms of adverse outcomes and allows for the clinical team to make assessments regarding the best course of action.^[@bibr12-2381468319899663],[@bibr13-2381468319899663]^ At our institution, a decompensation requiring transfer to the ICU typically involves calling a Rapid Response Team (RRT). We considered including RRT calls as part of the outcome but found that these data were not reliably captured. We removed events that did not occur on one of the general medical-surgical wards of interest. For example, if a patient died during a surgical procedure, we did not consider this an event of interest. Similarly, if a person went to the surgical ICU immediately postoperatively we did not consider this an event. Since most events occurred early in the admission, for analytical purposes, patients were censored either at the time of discharge or after 7 days of a hospital stay.

### Predictor Variables {#section5-2381468319899663}

We extracted variables that we could easily incorporate into a real-time alert system. In particular, we did not include any variables that would depend on previous encounter information. The extracted predictors consisted of demographics, vital signs, comorbidities, medication therapeutic class, and laboratory tests. In total there were 50 predictors (see [Supplemental Table 1](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/2381468319899663)). We extracted all time varying data with time stamps. We also tracked patient unit location to ensure a patient was in a unit of interest, that is, not in surgery. We describe how we set up the data in the [supplemental materials](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/2381468319899663).

Setting up the Data {#section6-2381468319899663}
-------------------

We took a number of steps to set up the time-varying data for analytic purposes. Our overarching goal was to have the analytic data reflect the real-time streaming data. First, we dealt with implausible vital (0.15% of all vitals) and laboratory values (\<1%) by simply removing this small fraction of values. A second consideration was handling of laboratory values (see [Supplemental Table 2](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/2381468319899663)). Because not all labs were taken on all patients, we created a four-level categorical variable for each lab of "not ordered,""normal,""high," and "low." Categorizing lab values this way has the advantage of naturally handling unmeasured laboratory tests---which we expect to be informative---and allowing for a U-like relationship in the test value. Because there is a lag between when a test is ordered and when the test is resulted, we created an indicator for the when the test was ordered. Because the results of most laboratory tests are clinically relevant for 24 to 72 hours after the test is ordered, we had the results reset to "not ordered" after a set period of time. Finally, we noted that the vitals were updated frequently but at irregular intervals ranging from several minutes to several hours with a median interval of 1.9 hours. To avoid having irregularly observed data, we set up the data in 2-hour blocks. If a patient had more than one measurement in a 2-hour period, we use the most recent measurement. We chose the most recent measurement because the EPIC Acuity Scoring does not have a *memory* of previous values. If a patient did not have a measurement within a block, we simply carried forward the most recent measurement. We used an imputation of a *normal* value (e.g., systolic blood pressure of 120) before a first vital was measured.

Development of Predictive Model {#section7-2381468319899663}
-------------------------------

To estimate the predictive model, we split the data into training and testing sets, reserving the last 6 months of data, July 2016 to December 2016, as the testing data. While a variety of machine learning methods could have been used to fit the predictive model, the EPIC Acuity Scoring platform most readily handles (logistic) regression-based models where one simply inputs a weight (i.e., beta coefficient) for each variable. Therefore, using the training data, we fit a regularized logistic regression model, using least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) to estimate more stable coefficients. We included time after admission as a predictor, categorizing time into piecewise constants of \<1 day, 1 to 2 days, or ≥2 days. The NEWS table suggests there are U-shape relationships between four of the vitals (heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, and respiration) and risk, with both low and high values conferring added risk. To account for these potential U-shape relationships, we include quadratic terms for the vitals. We also considered interaction terms between vitals and time after admission. We used 10-fold cross-validation on the training data, assessing fit via the AUC. Results suggested that the optimal fit incorporated quadratic terms but no interactions between time and vitals.

Retrospective Evaluation {#section8-2381468319899663}
------------------------

We evaluated the model based on its 12-hour performance. The clinical team determined a 12-hour horizon to be a clinically relevant time point that was both near-term enough to be considered a salient risk and over enough of a horizon to be actionable. Using the test data, we calculated the AUC over the next 12 hours, varying this over time. We compared this to the performance of the NEWS.^[@bibr1-2381468319899663]^ We used the bootstrap to construct 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and compare model performance^[@bibr14-2381468319899663]^ using the pROC^[@bibr15-2381468319899663]^ package in R.

We next considered the performance of an alert. We had a series of conversations with nursing staff asking how they would like to interact with an alert. Based on these discussions, we choose a three-tiered alert system that we coded as red/yellow/green. Due to the low event rates, even high-risk patients would have 12-hour predicted probabilities less than 1%. As such, the nursing staff felt uncomfortable interpreting absolute percentage risk scores. Instead, we wanted to develop a system that aided clinical decision support. We ultimately envisioned a primary use case for the risk score as a rounding tool for the RRT. We wanted a "red" alert to be a likely event, so we chose a threshold that would have a positive predictive value (PPV) of 10%. We wanted the green alert to be a likely nonevent so we chose the yellow and red combination to have a sensitivity of 80%, that is, 80% of all events would be a yellow or red. Using the 6 months of testing data, we calculated the average number of daily alerts, false positives, true positives, and false negatives per day.

Prospective Evaluation {#section9-2381468319899663}
----------------------

Finally, we implemented the model into the EPIC system in a "silent" mode. After 10 weeks, we evaluated both the performance of the predictive model as well as the clinical decision support tool. We evaluated the model's performance based on its ability to obtain the prespecified thresholds clinically desired operating characteristics.

We performed all analyses in R 3.4.2. Our institutional review board approved this work. The authors have no conflicts to report.

Results {#section10-2381468319899663}
=======

From January 1, 2014, to December 31, 2016, there were 87 897 individual patient hospitalizations; 53% were on surgical wards. Of these hospitalizations, 2.5% resulted in an ICU transfer and 0.9% of which resulted in an inpatient death. Most events happened within the first 2 days of the admission (71%). The median length of stay was 3.7 days. [Table 1](#table1-2381468319899663){ref-type="table"} reports patient characteristics. [Figure 1](#fig1-2381468319899663){ref-type="fig"} presents a cumulative incidence curve.

###### 

Baseline Characteristics

![](10.1177_2381468319899663-table1)

  ---------------------------------------- -------------------
  *N*                                      87,897
  Demographics                             
   Age (Median, 25th--75th)                61 (49--71)
   Percent female                          48.0%
  Race                                     
   African American                        29.1%
   White or Caucasian                      65.0%
   Other                                   5.9%
  Groupers                                 
   Diabetes                                30.2%
   Malignancy                              29.4%
   Chronic kidney disease                  20.0%
   Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease   11.9%
   Myocardial infarction                   3.8%
   Stroke                                  5.9%
   HIV                                     1.1%
   Do not attempt resuscitation            9.8%
   Transplant                              1.8%
  Outcomes                                 
   Discharged                              96.3%
   ICU transfer                            2.8%
   Expired                                 0.9%
  Time to event (days)                     
   Median (25th--75th)                     3.66 (1.90--6.45)
  ---------------------------------------- -------------------

ICU, intensive care unit.

![Cumulative incidence curves for time to intensive care unit (ICU) transfer, death, and discharged. Most events happen within the first 2 days of the admission.](10.1177_2381468319899663-fig1){#fig1-2381468319899663}

Model Performance {#section11-2381468319899663}
-----------------

We used 73,215 individuals to form the training data set and the remaining 14,682 as the testing data set. [Figure 2](#fig2-2381468319899663){ref-type="fig"} shows model coefficients, based on 10-fold cross-validation of a LASSO logistic regression. Some of the most predictive variables include systolic blood pressure, pulse, supplemental oxygen, type of admission, and respiratory rate. In general, variables used to calculate NEWS were the most predictive variables. [Figure 3](#fig3-2381468319899663){ref-type="fig"} shows the time-varying AUC for our internally constructed risk score and the NEWS, within the testing data. The average AUC for the proposed model is 0.814 (95% CI = 0.79--0.83) compared with 0.740 (95% CI = 0.72--0.76) for the NEWS (test for difference *P* \< 0.001). Of note, the locally derived model performs better earlier in a patient's admission (first 60 hours) when most events occur. After 60 hours, both models have similarly strong performance.

![Standardized beta coefficients from the LASSO regression model fit. Variables are standardized unit variance to be comparable across. The color represents the magnitude of the coefficient. The strongest predictors are vital signs.](10.1177_2381468319899663-fig2){#fig2-2381468319899663}

![Predictive performance over time from admission based on AUC over the developed model (red) compared to NEWS (blue). The developed model has better overall predictive performance.](10.1177_2381468319899663-fig3){#fig3-2381468319899663}

To illustrate why the proposed model performs better, we chose four patients who had an adverse event and compared their time-varying NEWS score to their time-varying rapid-deterioration score ([Figure 4](#fig4-2381468319899663){ref-type="fig"}). We see that our score represents patient's health condition more thoroughly and is more sensitive to changes in patient's health condition.

![Risk curves---based on relative risk---for four selected individuals with events based on the developed model (red) and NEWS (blue). Events happened at the end of the time interval. Annotation indicates what changed in the patient's risk profile. In general, the developed model generates higher predicted risks.](10.1177_2381468319899663-fig4){#fig4-2381468319899663}

Clinical Decision Support {#section12-2381468319899663}
-------------------------

After discussion with nursing staff, when implementing the model, we decided not to display the predicted risk as an absolute number. Instead, we constructed a red/yellow/green alert system that would indicate level of risk. By creating a "red" bucket clinical staff would be able to easily identify high-risk individuals. For the red alert, we chose cut-point thresholds that would generate a PPV of 10%. For the yellow alert, we chose a threshold such that the red/yellow combination would have a sensitivity of 80%, capturing most events. To choose the proper thresholds, we evaluated the performance of the clinical support tool on a daily basis, as of 7 [am]{.smallcaps}. [Figure 5](#fig5-2381468319899663){ref-type="fig"} provides a screen shot of the risk score as visualized by clinical staff within the EPIC interface.

![The developed EPIC dashboard. Red lights are people with high risk, yellow lights people with moderate risk, and green lights people with low risk.](10.1177_2381468319899663-fig5){#fig5-2381468319899663}

Prospective Evaluation {#section13-2381468319899663}
----------------------

After fitting the model, we ran the algorithm prospectively for 10 weeks. During this period there were 4210 patient encounters, with 33 deaths and 97 patients transfers to an ICU floor from a location of interest. Results indicated that the score had strong predictive performance, particularly in the near term ([Table 2](#table2-2381468319899663){ref-type="table"}). The 2-hour AUC was 0.794 (95% CI: = 0.71--0.88). This decreased to 0.750 (95% CI = 0.73--0.78) and 0.731 (95% CI = 0.71--0.75) for 12-hour and 24-hour risk, respectively. The predictive performance for the longer term horizons was significantly better than the NEWS (*P* \< 0.01). We also evaluated the performance of the clinical decision support tool. Our "red" category had a PPV of 10.8%. However, the red and yellow combination had a sensitivity of 32.9%, suggesting that we need to lower the yellow threshold. Overall, compared with the NEWS decision rule, our decision had better PPV and sensitivity.

###### 

Predictive Performance for Death/ICU Transfer Based on Prospective Data

![](10.1177_2381468319899663-table2)

                    Implemented Model    NEWS                 *P* Value
  ----------------- -------------------- -------------------- -----------
  AUC                                                         
   2-Hour window    0.794 (0.71--0.88)   0.732 (0.68--0.79)   .24
   6-Hour window    0.778 (0.74--0.81)   0.715 (0.68--0.76)   .022
   12-Hour window   0.750 (0.73--0.78)   0.69 (0.66--0.72)    .003
   24-Hour window   0.731 (0.71--0.75)   0.68 (0.66--0.70)    \<.001
  PPV (%)                                                     
   Green            0.28                 0.37                 
   Yellow           1.70                                      
   Red              10.81                1.85                 
  Sensitivity (%)                                             
   Green            67.07                76.12                
   Yellow           28.05                                     
   Red              4.88                 23.88                

AUC, area under the curve; ICU, intensive care unit; NEWS, National Early Warning Score; PPV, positive predicted value.

Discussion {#section14-2381468319899663}
==========

Our results highlight the potential for using one's own EHR data to develop a risk model as opposed to relying on off-the-shelf scores such as the NEWS. We were able to use retrospective data to develop a multivariable risk model for patient deterioration that incorporates not only vital signs but also demographics, laboratory tests, and comorbidities. Moreover, we were able to tailor this to our clinical environment and workflow. While this degree of customization limits the ability to port this score to other environments, the process and lessons learned are transferable.

One of the motivations for this work was the poor performance of the NEWS in our patient population. Our initial analyses suggested that the NEWS variables were associated with deterioration, but that the coefficients, or variable weights, were not optimal for our patient population.^[@bibr2-2381468319899663]^ We confirmed this finding in this analysis. Even after incorporating additional predictors such as demographics, comorbidities, medications, and laboratory values, the strongest predictors are still those vital signs incorporated in the original NEWS. Similarly, previous work has found that vital signs are most predictive of near-term outcomes.^[@bibr16-2381468319899663]^ Therefore, even though others have found that additional risk factors are useful for assessing patient deterioration,^[@bibr17-2381468319899663],[@bibr18-2381468319899663]^ the creators of the original NEWS likely identified the correct risk factors.

An important consideration in our work was how to handle the time-varying data. Modern EHR systems allow one to extract time-stamped data on vital signs and laboratory measures. Due to the constraints of the implementation environment, we were limited to a regression-based approach. By using a LASSO-based model, we were able to incorporate complex effects (i.e., nonlinear terms and interactions) while maintaining a stable model. While there are a variety of machine learning methods that we could have used to model these data, previous work has shown that regularized models often perform quite well in comparison.^[@bibr19-2381468319899663]^ Another modeling constraint was how to handle the longitudinal information. We were only able to use the last clinical value. While there has been interest in understanding trajectories of clinical measurements,^[@bibr20-2381468319899663]^ some work has suggested that these do not provide much added value from a predictive context.^[@bibr21-2381468319899663],[@bibr22-2381468319899663]^

A unique component of our approach is how we chose to implement the risk score. Since the event is relatively rare, we did not want to have a hard decision rule that would likely have poor operating characteristics. We considered simply reported individual risk but decided that the low predicted probabilities would be confusing to clinical staff. Instead, we implemented a three-tiered system. The highest tier (red) would be a rare group that would be more likely to have an event, though only still at an approximate 10% rate. The middle group (yellow)---along with the red group---would cover 80% of all events. This would leave the green group of patients to be those who clinical staff could feel more comfortable would not deteriorate. In fact, the expected PPV of this green group based on the testing data is 0.2%, indicating that while there are events it is likely to be quite rare. Such a clinical decision support system has a variety of advantages. First, we were able to customize these thresholds for our own environment and workflow. A model for a different outcome that has a different event rate may choose either higher or lower thresholds. Second, it makes decision making easier for clinical staff that are already overloaded with too many alerts and may not be familiar with probabilities.^[@bibr23-2381468319899663]^ Third, it addresses one of the primary critiques from nurses regarding our original NEWS implementation, which was there were too many false positives. Our retrospective analysis found that over 85% of alerts were ignored.^[@bibr2-2381468319899663]^ By creating a three-level system, where the top level has been a high PPV as well as known event rate, we hope that the alert will have a more positive impact. Fourth, by performing ongoing monitoring of the score, these thresholds are easily alterable over time to ensure that the score maintains the desired operating characteristics.

An important consideration is how to set up the data when developing the predictive model. We processed the data into 2-hour blocks to capture the time-varying nature of the data. Since not all laboratory tests were collected on all patients, and the presence of a laboratory is likely informative,^[@bibr24-2381468319899663]^ we transformed the data into a categorical variable. It is important to note that this likely led to loss of information,^[@bibr25-2381468319899663]^ but avoided bias from an imputation strategy.

There are some limitations to our work. As we have stressed, the estimated model coefficients are specific to our clinical environment and are not transferable to other institutions, instead requiring external validation.^[@bibr26-2381468319899663]^ Instead, the most transferable component of this work is the analytic approach taken. Second, even the analytic approach is likely not optimal. The EPIC system constrained us to use a linear-based model. It is likely that more sophisticated machine learning methods, for example, deep learning, would yield a better model, as has been developed by others.^[@bibr27-2381468319899663]^ In parallel, we are actively assessing the added value of these methods and hope to implement them when newer versions of EPIC become available. Third, while our prospective evaluation suggests that our model has the desired operating characteristics, this does not necessarily mean that this will translate into improved patient care. Deterioration represents a highly heterogeneous population, and it is not necessarily clear what ought to be done, even for an at-risk patient. Related, we were not able to capture all types of decompensations (e.g., calls to a rapid response team that did not result in an ICU transfer) nor were we able to distinguish between expected and unexpected mortalities.

Conclusion {#section15-2381468319899663}
==========

Overall, this work illustrates how health systems can use their available EHR data to develop tailored risk prediction tools. One should expect that locally derived models would perform better and have greater flexibility than off-the-shelf scores. However, the off-the-shelf scores can be used as a reasonable starting point for model development.

Supplemental Material {#section16-2381468319899663}
=====================

###### SupplementalMaterial.rjf_online_supp -- Supplemental material for Development, Implementation, and Evaluation of an In-Hospital Optimized Early Warning Score for Patient Deterioration

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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